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TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 01/23/2021 
Case#: SO21-0260 
Video: Yes 
Injuries: No 
Offense(s): 664 187(a) Attempted Murder  
 
Summary of Incident:  
 On 1/23/2021, deputies responded to a report of a subject who had been stabbed in the 
abdomen. The victim was located and witnesses reported the suspect fled on foot. Deputies 
searched the area as other deputies and medical personnel rendered medical aid to the 
victim. Deputies ultimately located the suspect nearby. Due to the seriousness of the crime 
and a knife being used, one deputy pointed their department issued firearm at the suspect 
while another deputy drew their CEW, activated it and pointed it at the suspect. The 
deputies gave the suspect commands to which he complied. The suspect was taken into 
custody and arrested for the charge of 664 187(a) Attempted Murder.  
 
TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 01/31/2021 
Case#: SO21-0342 
Video: Yes 
Injuries: No 
Offenses: 415 PC, Disturbing the Peace  
 
Summary of Incident:  
On 1/31/2021, deputies responded to a report of a dispute between neighbors. Upon arrival, 
one neighbor reported his neighbor had threatened to physically assault him. The neighbor 
also reported the suspect had an outstanding warrant for a sex crime. Deputies contacted 
the suspect who attempted to flee into a building. The deputy drew his department issued 



CEW and pointed it at the suspect. The deputy gave him commands to exit the building and 
the subject complied. Deputies continued their investigation and determined there was no 
merit to any criminal threats and they were unable to determine if a warrant for his arrest 
had been issued. The subject was ultimately released from the scene.  
 
 
TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 03/17/2021 
Case#: SO21-0777 
Video: Yes 
Injuries: No 
Offense(s): 417(a)(2) PC Exhibiting a Firearm   
 
Summary of Incident:  
 
On 3/17/2021, Deputies responded to a report of a subject threatening his brother with a 
firearm. The Deputies checked the area for the suspect and located him walking 
nearby.  Due to the reporting party stating there was a firearm involved, a Sergeant drew 
their CEW, activated it and held it by his side pointed at the ground. Another deputy drew 
their department issued firearm out of their holster, but did not point it at the subject. 
Deputies gave the suspect commands to show his hands and the suspect complied.  The 
suspect was taken into custody and arrested for the charge of 417(a)(2) PC, Exhibiting a 
Firearm.   
 
TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 03/19/2021 
Case#: SO21-0794 
Video: Yes 
Injuries: No 
Offense: 10851 CVC Taking a Vehicle without Owner’s Consent, 2800.2 CVC Evading a 
Peace Officer, 496D PC Possession of Stolen Vehicle, 148(a)(1) PC Restricting or 
Obstructing a Public Official and a Marin County Warrant.  
 
 
Summary of Incident: 
 
On 3/19/2021, deputies were dispatched to a report of a verbal altercation between a male 
and a female. Upon arrival, the male reported the female had stolen his vehicle and left the 



area. A deputy located the suspect driving the vehicle nearby and activated her emergency 
lights and siren in order to stop the vehicle. The suspect did not stop and fled from deputies 
causing deputies to initiate a pursuit of the vehicle. The vehicle fled in to San Francisco 
where the pursuit was ultimately terminated in the interest of public safety. Shortly after the 
pursuit was terminated, a deputy located the vehicle parked with the suspect inside. 
Deputies conducted a high risk stop during which deputies pointed their department issued 
firearms while giving the suspect commands to slowly exit the vehicle. One deputy 
transitioned to their CEW, turned it on and pointed it at the subject. The suspect complied 
with the commands and was arrested for the following crimes: 10851 CVC Taking a Vehicle 
without Owner’s Consent, 2800.2 CVC Evading a Peace Officer, 496D PC Possession of 
Stolen Vehicle, 148(a)(1) PC Restricting or Obstructing a Public Official and a Marin County 
Warrant. 
 
 
TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT: 
DREW TASER, ACTIVATED, AIMED  
CEW EFFECTIVE 
 
Date: 3/23/2021 
Case#: SO21-0832 
Video: Yes 
Injuries: No 
Offense: Assist an Outside Agency during arrest for 10852 CVC Theft of a Vehicle, 488 
Petty Theft  
 
Summary of Incident: 
 
On 3/23/2021, deputies assisted a local police department with a high risk traffic stop on a 
stolen vehicle. Due to the nature of the crime, the initiating officer and deputies pointed their 
department issued firearms at the suspect and gave him commands to slowly and safely 
exit the vehicle. One deputy transitioned to their CEW, activated it and pointed it at the 
suspect. The subject complied with commands and was taken into custody.  
 
 
 
 
 


